CHIPPEWA COUNTY TIMBER SALE: TRACT 16-17
GILBERTS RED PINE THINNING
Located in Sec. 21 and 22 T31N R10W

Town of Auburn

Total Sale Area: (approximately 12 acres)

Species
Mixed Red Pine Products * (4” top) (4500 lbs/cord)
Minimum Acceptable Bid

Amount
(Tons)
300
$ 4,860.00

Sale Area Description:

The boundaries of the stand are identified by red and blue paint. This will be the second thinning of a red pine stand that is
approximately 60 years old. The average dbh is approximately 15”. There is an average of approximately 5.7 sticks per
tree. The stand is moderately well drained, however the landing and existing skid route has proven to be poorly drained. It
is anticipated that the contractor may need to provide minor bulldozing and possible addition of rock to operate on this site
without causing intolerable damage to the landing.
Cutting Requirements:
Selection Harvest Area: Cut only and all trees marked with orange paint.

Special Conditions:


Stump treatments to reduce the risk of Annosum Root Rot is currently not required in this area. In the event
that Annosum Root Rot is detected within a 25-mile radius of the site, all cutting and skidding will be limited to
periods of frozen ground where daily high temperatures are less than 32 degrees Fahrenheit or there is at least
12 inches of snow cover, and forecasted high temperatures for the next 10 days are predicted to not exceed 40
degrees Fahrenheit. OR treat cut stumps concurrently with harvest using an approved fungicide to prevent
Annosum infection. With this option, harvesting may be done at any time of the year.



All landing locations must be approved.



All timber containing one or more 100” pulp sticks must be utilized to a 4” diameter top.



All slash must be lopped and scattered to lie within two feet of the ground. All slash and logging
debris must remain within the sale boundaries and kept from wetlands, lakes and trails.



No harvesting activity will be allowed if rutting occurs. Any ruts that occur will require remediation.



The contract length is 1 year.
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